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System Overview 
MyVid.Space is a streaming video platform that supports both live streaming and pre-recorded 

video uploads using a web browser. The platform uses a JavaScript client which communicates with 

a HTTP based API for basic video upload and playback, along with using the WebRTC framework for 

live streaming. 

Servers 
I have the following servers operating to demonstrate the system. 

Name IP Address Role 

myvid.space 44.131.14.5  2a06:8181:ab05:: Web/API 
(London) 

myvid.space 44.131.14.5  2a06:8181:ab05:: Web/API 
(Amsterdam) 

myvid.space 44.131.14.5  2a06:8181:ab05:: Web/API 
(New Jersey) 

myvid.space 44.131.14.5  2a06:8181:ab05:: Web/API 
(Los Angeles) 

a.media.myvid.space 44.131.14.134 2a06:8181:abff::6:ee:a Endpoint Server A 

b.media.myvid.space 44.131.14.135 2a06:8181:abff::6:ee:b Endpoint Server B 

s1.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.101 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:1 Storage node 1 

s2.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.102 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:2 Storage node 2 

s3.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.103 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:3 Storage node 3 

s4.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.104 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:4 Storage node 4 

s5.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.105 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:5 Storage node 5 

s6.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.106 2a06:8181:abba:fffe::55:6 Storage node 6 

db1.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.107 MariaDB Node 1 

db2.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.108 MariaDB Node 2 

db3.int.myvid.space 44.131.14.109 MariaDB Node 3 

+ Dynamic Systems N/A Media Servers 
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Web/API Servers 

The frontend web server and NodeJS API endpoint are hosted from 4 locations advertising the 

same IP address via BGP. The service is deployed using custom containerisation technology on my 

existing virtual servers hosted with a commercial provider. 

Endpoint Servers 

A secondary middle layer for handling media uploads and streaming. I am running 2 virtual servers 

for redundancy with an SQL table used for server discovery. These servers provide the APIs for 

adding videos to the system, as well as providing a bridge and other services to support Media 

Servers. These servers are hosted using the same containerisation system as above, but on 

different servers. These also contain TURN servers for assisting WebRTC connections with NAT 

traversal. 

Storage Nodes 

I have 6 virtual machines running on a server in SMB306 which is connected to 2 disk shelves. Each 

virtual machine has a “system disk”, along with a RAID-0 across 4 physical drives for storage. I am 

using Minio to provide an Amazon-S3-compatible HTTPS-based object store. 

Database Cluster 

I have a 3 node MariaDB cluster for metadata storage. 3 nodes provide for redundancy and 

protection from split-brain scenarios. These are hosted in SMB306 on ESXi-1, ESXi-2 and ESXi-3. 

Media Servers 

Live streams use the WebRTC framework. Due to limited support outside of the latest browser 

versions, I have decided to create the media server as an application that runs within a web 

browser. A browser-based-server gives full access to the WebRTC framework functionality in a 

stable environment. 

Under normal circumstances these servers would run inside headless Chrome or Firefox instances, 

however for the demo I will be running the service on lab workstation(s). 
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Message Exchanges/Protocol 

Video search/playback 
For basic video playback functionality, a simple JSON over HTTPS API is used. 

An initial POST request is send from the client to https://myvid.space/API/VIDEO/ which returns a 

JSON array of videos. A search parameter may optionally be included in the body of the request to 

search for specific videos, if no search parameter is set it will return a random selection. 

A POST request is used even for an empty search request for consistency and to prevent caching. 

When a video is selected the client will send a HTTPS GET request to 

https://myvid.space/API/VIDEO/$ID which will return the metadata for the selected video as a 

JSON object. 

There are 2 video types from a client perspective, but 3 types from the system perspective. Pre-

recorded video is returned with type “HTTP” along with a URL parameter, whilst live streams have 

a type of “WebRTC” along with the details to connect to the stream. 

I have pre-filled the database with videos from the Chaos Computer Club media server, these are 

metadata-only entries that reference a HTTS URL hosted on the media.ccc.de CDN for content. 

Recordings of live streams as well as videos uploaded directly to the platform are stored with a 

type of “MYVID”, which is converted by the API server in to a HTTP response type as above, with a 

time-limited URL to the video file. 

Video Upload 
Preview images are stored in the S3-compatible object store, along with videos. The S3 store is 

separated in to different buckets for Preview and Video files. Preview image and locally hosted 

video URLs are generated dynamically, and expire after 24 hours. 

The client first does a HTTPS POST request with an empty body to 

https://myvid.space/API/NEWUPLOAD/ to get the URL of an appropriate media upload endpoint. 

This returns a single parameter specifying the URL of the endpoint for media uploads. 

The client then makes a HTTPS POST request to the URL returned above (example: 

https://b.media.myvid.space/NEWVIDEOUPLOAD) with a JSON body containing the video title and 

description along with suggested preview image and video filenames. 

The endpoint server will create a new privately listed video and generate pre-signed URLs that can 

be used by the client to upload the preview image and video file to the object store. 

Once the client has uploaded the preview image and video to the object store, a final POST request 

is sent to the API server to make the video public. 
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Live Streaming 
A compatible client can use WebRTC to start a live stream using their webcam or other video device. A live 

stream is set up using a WebSocket connection to the media server (bridged via the endpoint server). The 

WebSocket is used as a signalling channel to negotiate a WebRTC Peer Connection between the client and 

media server. 

Broadcasting 
To start a new stream, the client first sends a HTTPS request to https://myvid.space/API/NEWSTREAM/ 

which returns the STUN/TURN settings for NAT traversal along with a server name and endpoint ID to 

connect to. The client will then open a WebSocket connection to https://server/ENDPOINT/$ID which will 

be connected to a WebSocket on the selected media server. 

The client sends a WebRTC Offer over the WebSocket connection, followed by a series of ICE candidate 

messages containing its locally discovered addresses. The server responds with an Answer message, 

followed by its own ICE candidates. 

Viewing 
To join a stream the client needs to obtain the Endpoint location along with the Stream ID. The client per-

forms a HTTPS GET request to https://myvid.space/API/ICE to obtain the STUN/TURN details and opens a 

WebSocket connection to the target endpoint. 

Once the WebSocket is connected to the media server it sends a join request specifying the requested 

stream. The media server then initiates an RTCPeerConnection and sends an offer message to the client, the 

client answers and displays the incoming video stream. 
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Project Objectives 

The system should be able to stream videos and perform the basic functions specified above. 

The basic system functionality from the proposal is all implemented and working correctly. 

The storage cluster should continue to function with up to 2 node failures. 

I am using a MinIO cluster of 6 servers. MinIO stripes data across nodes using an error correcting 

algorithm that is tolerant to up to 50% loss. In the event of 2 nodes failing the system will continue 

to function however there may be a small performance impact. 

The storage cluster can partially function with 3 node failures. To prevent a split-brain scenario, 

the system will switch in to read-only mode after 3 node failures preventing further uploads but 

permitting playback to continue. 

The database cluster should continue to function with a node failure. 

The database cluster can survive 1 node failure without issue. If a second node is shut down in a 

controlled manner then under some circumstances the remaining node can continue to operate. 

The frontend should handle failover between datacentres, however active sessions may be interrupted. 

I have deployed the frontend web/API server on a CDN with existing BGP routing that can auto-

matically route to the nearest location. Disabling the service in one location or powering down the 

server causes BGP to update and re-route to another location. An unclean node failure may take 

up to 20-30 seconds before BGP times out and fails over, however this should be an infrequent oc-

currence. 

The system should be able to handle at least 100 clients on a single live stream or 100 clients playing pre-rec-

orded video. 

Clients playing pre-recorded video from the CCC media CDN should have no issues with capacity 

and can easily exceed this goal, however local video did not manage to achieve this. 

I am unable to play back 100 pre-recorded streams from my object store, due to bandwidth con-

straints on the VPNs used to connect them to the Internet. This is a constraint of the deployment 

rather than the architecture, and it would be trivial to replace the storage nodes with a third-party 

cloud storage service such as Amazon S3. 

Due to lack of support in third party WebRTC libraries I used a browser based WebRTC Media 

Server. The WebRTC implementation inside a browser is not optimised for distributing the same 

stream multiple times, and re-encodes the video for each client. Further details can be found un-

der the media server description. 

Changes to original design. 
The main change made from the initial proposal is the use of a browser-based media server 

instead of a standalone application. This was due to WebRTC being a modern protocol that is still 

under active development and standardisation. The Google and Mozilla developers are leading the 

standardisation process and using their respective browser implementations as testbeds, therefore 

browser support is quite good.  
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The Media Server 
My initial design was to place a WebRTC server as part of the NodeJS instance that ended up becoming the 

Endpoint Server. Initially it appeared that there were WebRTC media servers that could handle WebRTC 

streaming, however it quickly became apparent that they were not suited to easy customisation and were 

typically connected with commercially supported bespoke solutions. 

My next idea was to simply include a library in the NodeJS server which would allow me to create the me-

dia server directly inside NodeJS, however it became apparent that these libraries were not adequate. Most 

libraries for WebRTC lacked support for media streams, and others had been abandoned or for some other 

reason did not work with current WebRTC implementations. 

Client Connections 
Because a browser-based environment is unable to open a listening TCP socket or any other traditional 

method of accepting client connections, I created a bridge solution using the “endpoint servers”. 

Media servers open a WebSocket stream to the endpoint server for control, which gives them a unique 

ID/URL that can accept connections on the server’s behalf. 

When a client opens a WebSocket connection to this ID, a message is sent to the media server and the cli-

ent connection is “parked” with an associated temporary ID. The media server opens a new WebSocket to 

this temporary ID and the server bridges the 2 WebSocket streams so the client and media server can com-

municate “directly”. 

The browser environment also has no ability to directly interact with the SQL database, so the endpoint 

servers also provide an API to support the media server’s database access requirements. 

CPU Usage 
One of the biggest scalability constraints with this media server solution is the browsers lack of optimisa-

tion for handling large numbers of streams. A server based version would only transcode as required, and 

would share transcoded versions between clients, to fulfil the API requirements of transparent transcoding. 

A browser simply re-encodes the video stream before sending it, resulting in this operation being per-

formed for each connection independently. 

I was able to support around 30 client connections before the CPU requirements of re-encoding the video 

caused a severe degradation in quality. If I were using a library designed for server usage this would likely 

have gone far higher. 
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Evaluation of deployment 
Many aspects of the system design are an attempt to cover the module/assignment learning ob-

jectives and I would be unlikely to build a system like this for a production platform. 

Real CDNs 
Video distribution is largely dominated by economics of delivery. A large production streaming 

platform is likely to focus their network and storage architecture around delivery costs. A produc-

tion CDN prioritises offloading bandwidth to lower cost routes, rather than building a single basic 

object store as I have done. My choice of hardware was also very constrained by the assignment 

and as a minimum I would ordinarily distribute the object store across multiple datacentres. I have 

not focused on networking requirements for my platform, instead simply building a cloud system 

that assumes datacentres are independently routed. 

The Client 
The main difference between the module objectives and a production system is client support. For 

the assignment I was only required to support mobile and desktop devices, and the web browser 

support is entirely optional, permitting me to specify a minimum requirement of a very recent ver-

sion of Firefox or Chrome. 

For a production system, it would probably be expected that I support older devices and more 

browsers, therefore WebRTC would not be practical and I would need to support flash-player type 

fall-back. This scenario would likely warrant using a turnkey web streaming solution, however 

none were available for WebRTC. 

The Database 
I used a MariaDB cluster for my metadata storage. My initial plan was to configure this as a distrib-

uted architecture, however I quickly realised this was a false optimisation. The database is not very 

write-heavy, and the entries are relatively small by modern standards. 

I instead decided to simply enable multi-master replication, with each node holding a full copy of 

the database. The low size of records and low write volume should permit this to scale to tens of 

millions of videos before the database would become too large to store on a single disk. 

The Object Store 
My main storage for preview images as well as video content is an S3-compatible object store. I 

have used a server in the SMB306 lab with 2 disk shelves connected to provide a simulation of a 

large storage cluster. There is no actual redundancy and a significant drop in performance from 

building a distributed cluster of virtual machines instead of simply configuring the server as a stor-

age server with all disks directly accessible. 

For the purposes of the scenario I am assuming that the 6 virtual machines are separate physical 

servers, distributed across at least 3 datacentres’. 
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Appendix A. Video Search/Playback 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1)  

GET /API/VIDEO/ 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

{“Search”: “Optional”} 

From: myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1) 

[{“ID”:”CCC3997”,”Title”:"Dynamic …","Description":"Automatic …","Preview":"https://s2.int.myvid.space/

previews/CCC3997.jpg?X-Amz-..."},{"ID":"CCC2953","Title":"32C3 Infrastructure 

Review","Description":"<p>The 

traditional …","Preview":"https://s3.int.myvid.space/previews/CCC2953.jpg?X..."}…] 

From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #2) 

GET /API/VIDEO/CCC3997 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

From: b.media.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #2) 

{“type”:”HTTP”,”URL”:”http://s5.int.myvid.space/streams/abc.webm?X...”,”Preview”:”https://s6.int.myvid.

space/previews/abc.jpg?X...”,”title”:”Example Video”,”description”:”Video stored in object store…”} 

From: Client  To: s6.int.myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #3) 

GET /previews/abc.jpg?X-Amaz….. 

Host: s6.int.myvid.space 

From: s6.int.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS(Request #3) 

<BINARY IMAGE DATA> 

From: Client  To: s5.int.myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #3) 

GET /streams/abc.jpg?X-Amaz….. 

Host: s6.int.myvid.space 

From: s5.int.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS(Request #3) 

<BINARY VIDEO DATA> 

www 

Client 

Storage 
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Appendix B. Video Upload 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1)  

GET /API/NEWUPLOAD/ 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

2. From: myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1) 

{Server: https://b.media.myvid.space/NEWVIDEOUPLOAD} 

3. From: Client To: b.media.myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #2) 

POST /NEWVIDEOUPLOAD 

Host: b.media.myvid.space 

… 

 

{title: “Video Title”, description: “Video Description\r\nGoes Here”, PreviewFilename: “Banner.jpg”, 

VideoFilename: “MyVideo.mp4”} 

4. From: b.media.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #2) 

{"ID":"Uc6m1p","PreviewURL":"https://s6.int.myvid.space/previews/Uc6m1p_ Banner.jpg?X-Amz-

Signature=1ef085d368768d5dbd...","VideoURL":"https://s5.int.myvid.space/streams/Uc6m1p_MyVideo.m

p4?X-Amz-ignature=cbf2ff4d50227..."} 

5. From: Client To: s6.int.myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #3) 

POST /previews/Uc6m1p_ Banner.jpg?X-Amz-Signature=1ef085d368768d5dbd... 

Host: s6.int.myvid.space 

… 

<BINARY IMAGE DATA> 

6. From: s6.int.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #3) 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
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7. From: Client To: s5.int.myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #4) 

POST /streams/Uc6m1p_MyVideo.mp4?X-Amz-ignature=cbf2ff4d50227... 

Host: s5.int.myvid.space 

… 

<BINARY VIDEO DATA> 

8. From: s5.int.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #4) 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

9. From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #5) 

POST /API/PUBLISH/ 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

{ID: “Uc6m1p”} 

10. From: myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #5) 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
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Appendix C. Send live stream. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1)  

GET /API/NEWSTREAM/ 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

2. From: myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1) 

{"PeerOptions":{"iceServers":[{"urls":"stun:stun.l.google.com:19302"},{"urls":"turn:media.myvid.space:53",

"credential":"v6KrnpdPIFJfWoo0Z73c3xgRja0=","username":"1515364460:WebRTCUser"}…]},"Server":"b.m

edia.myvid.space","Endpoint":"5c0H8a"} 

3. From: Client To: MediaServer Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

Open connection to https://b.media.myvid.space/ENDPOINT/5c0H8a 

{type:”offer”, sdp: “v=0\no=3050298935013…”} 

4. From: MediaServer To: Client Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

{type:”answer”, sdp: “v=0\no=-1895961465503756772…”} 

5. From: Client To: MediaServer Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) [N times] 

{candidate:”2769823985 1 udp 2122260223 192.168.0.69 12345 typ host generation 0 ufrag lQ+g network-

id 1”} 

6. From: MediaServer To: Client Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) [N times] 

{“candidate”:”2769823985 1 udp 2113937151 10.204.61.220 55997 typ host generation 0 ufrag Qwsl 

network-cost 50”} 

At this point, RTCPeerConnection #3 will connect and begin sending audio/video. 

7. From: Client To: MediaServer Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

{“type”:”LIVE”,”Title”:”Stream Title”,”Description”:”Stream Description”} 

8. From: MediaServer To: Client Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2)  

{“type”:”LIVE”,”ID”:”ABC”} 
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https://b.media.myvid.space/ENDPOINT/5c0H8a
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Appendix D. Join live stream. 

 

1.  From: Client To: myvid.space Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1)  

GET /API/VIDEO/ABC 

Host: myvid.space 

… 

2. From: myvid.space To: Client Protocol: HTTPS (Request #1) 

{"type":"WebRTC",”ControlURL”:https://b.media.myvid.space/ENDPOINTS/XYZ”,”StreamID”:”3443”} 

3. From: Client To: b.media.myvid.space Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

Open connection to https://b.media.myvid.space/ENDPOINT/XYZ 

{“type”:”join”,”StreamID”:”3443”} 

4. From: b.media.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

{“type”:”offer”, sdp: “v=0\no=3050298935013…”} 

5. From: Client To: b.media.myvid.space Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) 

{“type”:”answer”, sdp: “v=0\no=-1895961465503756772…”} 

6. From: b.media.myvid.space To: Client Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) [N times] 

{“candidate”:”2769823985 1 udp 2113937151 10.204.61.220 55997 typ host generation 0 ufrag Qwsl 

network-cost 50”}  

7. From: Client To: b.media.myvid.space Protocol: WebSocket (Connection #2) [N times] 

{candidate:”2769823985 1 udp 2122260223 192.168.0.69 12345 typ host generation 0 ufrag lQ+g network-

id 1”} 

At this point, RTCPeerConnection #3 will connect and begin sending audio/video. 
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